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POST NOMINATIONS 
Co-Chair (Open) Ian Dylan Thomas 
Co-Chair (Woman) Hannah Cohen 

National Secretary 
Cat Stephens 
Matt Day 

Treasurer 
Josie Cartwright 
Vic Langer 

Membership Officer 
Andy Goss 
Chris Wills 

International Officer Kev Peel 
Trade Union and Affiliates Officer Mark Kelly 
Press & Communications Officer Justin Meadows 
Fundraising & Events Officer Stephen Grainger 

Prides Officer 
Astrid Walker 
Simon Rogers 

Campaigns Co-ordinator Nominations remain open 
LGBT Candidates Co-ordinator James Asser 

BAME Officer 
Aderonke Apata 
Jay Asher  

 John Dickinson Lilley  

Trans Officer 
Tara Morris 
Teraina Hird 

 Sarah Kerton                                 
Officer Without Portfolio 1 
(woman only)  

Nominations remain open 

Officer Without Portfolio 2 
(woman only) 

Nominations remain open 

National Policy Forum Delegate  Tom Burke                                                     
  
Labour Party Conference Delegate   Nominations remain open 
Auditor (1) and (2) Nominations remain open 
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Important notes 
 

of the full AGM.  
 

join the National Committee if elections for other positions do not achieve gender 
equality. These roles do not require submission of statements prior to the AGM.  The 
highest two voting candidates will be elected for these roles.  
 
Candidates in contested elections will be invited to speak for a maximum of two 
minutes in a hustings. There will not be an opportunity for questions and answers in 
the main AGM. All contested elections will be elected on a first past the post basis. In 
case of a tie a coin will be flipped.  
 
As the LGBT Labour National Committee is a large group with more than twenty 
directly elected members and representatives from each nation and regional group, 
we do not have space for individuals to job-share for roles.  
 
LGBT Labour requests that all nominated candidates do not engage in negative 
campaigning against other candidates or bring the organisation into disrepute. 
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Co-Chair (Open) - Uncontested 

 
Ian Dylan Thomas 
iandylanthomas@gmail.com 
@IanDylanThomas 
 
Having served on the National Committee as the campaigns co-ordinator during a General 

highest number of campaign sessions ever for our target key seat LGBT candidates across 
the country, working alongside regional colleagues. I opened the doors to Unite and Unison 
to hold telephone banks, worked with Progress on door step campaign days, as well as 
organising a vast number of LGBT Labour original campaign sessions. This culminated in 

ian 
James and a member of LGSM, attended by 40+ people. 
 

organiser, I have a lot more to offer as co-chair. From organising visits and events with party 
stakeholders from all levels of the party to organising elections at every level, and by 
organising Cardiff Pride to representing the Labour Party abroad, I feel I can take on the task 
of co-  
 
The challenges I see for the next year are to campaign for LGBT+ candidates at crucial 
elections next year, to widen our membership and work towards supporting new LGBT+ 
candidates, and push our policy agenda to the Party and the country. As your co-chair, I 
believe we can build towards this together. 
 

Co-Chair (Woman) - Uncontested 

 
Hannah Cohen 
 

reality it was the celebration of the election of gay men. There remains only 2 Labour openly 
LBT women in a Parliament or Assembly compared to 19 men. 90% of out perspective 
parliamentary candidates were men and 88% of identified LGBT councillors are men. I want 
to work with you as Co-Chair of LGBT labour to change this and this will be my priority if 
elected. 
 
We all know that there are many talented LBT women who could be running for election in 
their local parties, local and national elections. 
 We need to be doing more to find those women. 
 We need to be listening to our members about what the barriers to us running for 

election are and so we can break those barriers down   
 

equality in labour are truly intersectional. 
 

a membership organising that 
focused on networking and professional development. I have spent most of my life working 
in equality and diversity often focusing on supporting and developing women. It is this 
experience that will make me a co-chair who working with all of you can help deliver a much 
needed change for LBT women in the party. 
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I first joined the labour party in 1996 and now work as the Labour organiser for Brent. 
 

National Secretary - Contested 

 
Cat Stephens 
catherine.stephens@gmail.com 
(no faceboook, no twitter, how retro) 
 
Now legal equality is largely achieved, the experience of our community is increasingly 
fragmented by intersection of LGBT+ identity with other issues  e.g., race, migration, 
economic opportunity, the lives of metropolitan LGBT+ are very different from those of us in 
rural or small town communities. Labour is under threat from bogus claims the Tories offer 
meaningful responses to our needs. I want to do all I can to support effective responses from 
Labour and LGBT Labour so am standing for National Committee.  
 

-woman of Irish descent, active within my CLP (Vice-Chair and Ward 

Labour London & South-East Co-Chair. As National Secretary, I will provide clear, efficient, 
responsive admin support to National Committee, Regional activists and members and seek 
to  
 increase diversity in LGBT Labour, particularly inclusion of ciswomen and BAME, by 

reaching out to Party, broader left and third sector networks to recruit and to publicise 
 

 promote recruitment in CLPs and TU LGBT groups so our membership reflects the rise in 
Party membership 

 strengthen LGBT Labou
migrants and the shameful transphobia expressed by some LGB 

 support CLP LGBT officers and develop guidance for CLPs about this role 
 facilitate contact between members at a local level  
 develop training for LGBT+ Party members, aiming to increase LGBT+ participation  
 gather and act on input from members about what you want from your National 

Secretary 
 
Matt Day  
Having campaigned with LGBT Labour for many years I'm keen to work to continue its 
success. Over the last year I have been LGBT Labour Co-Chair in London and the South East 
and co-ordinated the General Election campaigning in our key seats. I understand the 
importance of the role of National Secretary and if elected will seek to build the organisation 
and planning of the committee, working with the Co-Chairs and other committee members to 
deliver more for our members.  
 
At a challenging time for our party we need to unify and challenge the policies of the current 
government to secure the freedoms and well being of members of the LGBT community. 
Labour should be their natural home and through our future work we must ensure that 
people understand that it is only LGBT Labour that can deliver equality. It is also a 
challenging time for our organisation and I would strive to work closely with the committee 
and members to understand the ongoing direction of LGBT Labour, there is a need for us to 
reach out to members to understand what they want from LGBT Labour and how we can best 
support them. I would also seek to work to build the engagement and involvement of 
members; we have a busy year ahead with parliamentary, local and mayoral elections. 
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I am proud to have been part of LGBT Labour in the past and want to play my role in our 
future success. 
 

Treasurer- Contested 

 
Josie Cartwright 
jdcartwright123@hotmail.co.uk.  
I can be found on Facebook by searching for my name, and I'm not on Twitter. 
 
I would like to be elected as Treasurer because I feel that now is the right time for me to get 
more involved with LGBT Labour, and a role as Treasurer would suit my talents and 
experience best. 
 
My biggest and most successful experience was as Treasurer of Liverpool Socialist Singers, a 
community and protest choir who are (now) well-known across the North-West for their 
times at marches and demonstrations. I spent 2 years as Treasurer in their early stages, and 
was responsible for a vast improvement in their financial situation, allowing us to go from 
strength to strength. I forged great working partnerships with local and national Trade 
Unions which allowed us a great source of income, and I ran several fundraising drives with 
the help of choir members which also raised our profile locally. 
 
I believe that the role of a Treasurer is not to decide how money should be spent, or to 
restrict funds to groups. Funding decisions should always be a democratic process, and I'm 
only the one writing the cheques. 
 
I'm proud to be LGBT. More specifically, I'm proud to be BT, and I hope that as Treasurer I can 
allow us to be as ambitious as we want to be, with the money to back the campaigns we and 
the profile we need. 
 
If you have any questions to ask me, please do email me or find me on Facebook. 
 
Vic Langer 
Email: vic.langer@gmail.com 
Twitter: @viclanger 
 

 
 

force for LGBT voices in the party we need to be financially sound.    
 
As a senior leader in a campaigning organisation  I have strong budget management 
experience and a track record of delivering high impact at low cost. 
 
I want our organisation to have the resources it needs to support LGBT candidates across the 
UK.  It is through having well trained and resourced candidates that we can ensure that our 
community is represented in seats up and down the country  I will work with the Elections 
Campaigns Co-ordinator to make that happen. 
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communities we need to have money in the 
bank to attend a wide range of pride events  
& Events Officer to ensure community engagement is strengthened. 
 
For a campaigning and fiscally responsible treasurer  vote me, vote Vic! 
 

Membership Officer- Contested 

 
Andy Goss 
andykgoss@gmail.com 
@andygoss 
 
I joined Labour after our defeat in May 2015 and joined LGBTLabour soon after. I quickly got 
stuck into campaigning and am an active member of my CLP. 
 
But I want to do more. 
 

food provider. I am an experienced project manager, an efficient organiser, and am renowned 
for working in a collaborative and open manner. 
 
These are skills which lend themselves well to the role of Membership Officer; efficiently 
maintaining the membership database, engaging with existing members and reaching out to 
new ones, and working closely with the committee and larger party, to effectively drive and 
grow our membership. 
 
Our strong track record on LGBT rights is in danger of being swallowed by the Conservatives 
as their own. They claim to occupy the centre ground but the reality is that their track record 
on LGBT rights is woeful. Through stronger membership, we can better bring issues where 
more needs to be done to the forefront; trans rights, school and workplace bullying, and the 
continuing surge in LGBT hate crimes. 
 
The Labour Party is at record membership levels. This is also an opportunity for us to grow. 

s those already with us, that 
can help us reach out to a new audience. 
 
Chris Wills 
Crispeater78@gmail.com 
@crispeater 
 
This has been a challenging year as Membership Officer.  When I took over there was work to 
do with cleaning up the database, removing duplicate and expired memberships, and 
ensuring members were attached to the correct regions.  I have undertaken regular updates 
(at least twice a month) and ensured that regional officers have been promptly notified of 
any changes.  
 
There has also been an issue with the LGBT Labour bank account, and I am still in the process 
of liaising with members affected by the problems experienced.  Part of the reason I am 
standing for re-election as Membership Officer is to ensure continuity with this project. 
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We have seen a rise in our membership since the General Election, not as dramatic as that 
seen in the Labour Party, but nonetheless significant.  We need a strategy to engage these 
members, and to work to ensure particular groups  women, BAME, trans*, disabled  are 
better represented in our membership.  We also need to ensure that, as far as possible, CLPs 
and Trade Union branches are affiliated with LGBT Labour. 
 
If re-elected as Membership Officer, I would do the following in conjunction with the National 
Committee and regional groups: 
 Improve recruitment of women, BAME, trans* and disabled members 
 Devise and implement an affiliation strategy for CLPs, Co-ops and trade union branches 
 Devise and send out a membership survey as a means of seeing how we can better 

engage our members, in particular newer members. 
 

International Officer - Uncontested 

 
Kevin Peel 
@kevpeel  
 

the UK delegation to the EU Committee of the Regions 
 
I am passionate about equality. Six years ago I set up LGBT Labour North West - I 
represented the region on the national executive, quadrupled our North West membership, 
campaigned for LGBT* candidates and organised our attendance at dozens of Pride events. 
 
There has never been a more important time for a visible international presence for LGBT 
Labour. LGBT* people in Europe and beyond continue to suffer from discrimination and we 
must support their cause. I want to work with Rainbow Rose, the Party of European Socialists 
and our allies in the European Parliament to campaign for progressive change. I represent our 
country on the Committee of the Regions and I already have relationships with our MEPs and 
PES comrades which will help me to get on with the job. 
 
Closer to home we have a massive job to mobilise LGBT* communities to vote to keep Britain 
in the EU, which has delivered so much for our cause. I want us to work with Alan Johnson 

e national executive of 
Labour Movement for Europe and will provide an important link between our two 
organisations. 
 
Please see my manifesto for further information about my priorities and I hope I can count on 
your support. 
  

Trade Union and Affiliates Liaison Officer- Uncontested 

 
Mark Kelly 
markkellygb@gmail.com 
@mkellygb 
 
I -election onto the LGBT Labour 
committee as the trade union and affiliate officer. 
 
I have worked in the public, charity and private sectors. I am currently the director of 
a company that provides support for HE students with mental health issues. 

mailto:markkellygb@gmail.com
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Over this time I have: - 
 Spoken at a number of conferences  regionally, nationally and internationally 
 moved motions and given key note addresses 
 Been a representative on a number of different bodies 
 Led delegations at conferences 
 Developed campaigns and strategies around promoting equality 
 
Since being elected I have been an active member of the committee. I ran a stall at this years 
TUC conference and helped run the stall at london Pride. I believe I can continue to make a 
positive contribution to the committee, and that I have the experience and skills needed to 
be able to actively promote and raise the profile of LGBT Labour. 
 
I will aim to continue to increase and strengthen affiliate membership and improve 
involvement. With the recent changes within the party we have the opportunity to develop 
our network, campaign and work in partnership with a wider range of unions, 
bodies. 
 

Press and Communications Officer -Contested 

 
Justin Meadows 
I joined Labour in 2007 and have always been an active member of our party. This year I've 
worked hard to support our excellent LGBT candidates: I organised campaigning for Peter 
Kyle; built a website for Andrew Pakes; fundraised for Chris Oxlade; and designed materials 
to promote campaigning events for Cat Smith and Wes Streeting. It would be a privilege to 
build on this work by joining the committee. 
 
If elected, I would bring over six years of experience managing press and communications for 
Labo
stronger links with PinkNews and other LGBT media outlets. I would redevelop the current 
website and rejuvenate our social media presence. Finally, I would design a new interactive 
e-bulletin to ensure that all members are kept up to date on the latest news and events. 
Over the last forty years, LGBT Labour has achieved so much, but there are still big 
challenges ahead. We must continue our fight for full trans equality, push for LGBT inclusive 
PSHE in our schools, and help promote and protect LGBT rights across the world. I would use 
my experience and skills to create a strong, clear media profile and brand to support our 
campaign activity and achieve these goals. 
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me by emailing 
JustinLMeadows@outlook.com or tweeting @JustinLMeadows.  
 
Jen Thornton 

tools and communications opportunities to get our message out and get people involved. 
 
As a bi woman from Wales I also feel strongly about standing up for under-represented 

members, supporters and affiliates from Wales, and increase membership among those who 
identify as bisexual. 
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several years, including for Cardiff Mardi Gras (now Pride Cymru), and for a candidate and now 
an MP. I have significant experience of managing and delivering website re-development 
projects, liaising with and writing for press and using social and digital media. 
 
Personally, LGBT Labour is important to me as a campaigning force, as well as being a great 

 
 
I tweet @jenthornton01 and can be contacted by email jen@jenthornton.co.uk 
 

Fundraising and Events Officer - Uncontested 
 
Stephen Grainger (re-election) 
Statement to follow 

 

Prides Officer  Uncontested  

 
Astrid Walker 
07580 680238 
Email: astridwalker42@gmail.com 
Twitter: @walker_astrid 
Facebook: facebook.com/Astrid.Walker.UK 
 
I have now completed two years on the LGBT Labour national committee the first as a non-
portfolio officer and the second as Prides Officer. 
 
During the year I attended a number of prides across the country, Students (London), Bristol, 
London, Trans Brighton (visitor only) Belfast, Manchester and my own in Chester. 
 
I would look to continue to try to build strong links via the prides to the local parties and also 
look to work with the TU and Affiliate Liaison Officer to try and encourage those local parties 
to affiliate to LGBT Labour and to ensure that LGBT Labour is represented in as many prides 
as possible. 
 
On a personal level, in my working career I spent a number of years at a high level of trade 
union activity within local government. I am a founder member of the Manchester Concord 

a member of City of Chester CLP where I sit on the Executive Committee as LGBT Officer. 
 
Simon Rogers 
I have a circuitous background to my current activism.  In spite of being an active Young 
Conservative in my teens  I became a Labour voter my first opportunity. 
 

 and frankly looking 
 

 
Today  
CLP  and saw us sign-up a number of new Labour Party members on the day, and get 
significant participation in our petition to end discrimination in blood donation. 
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I'm new to the LGBT Officer role this year and feel my experiences give me insight into the 
CLP role in organising pride, engaging with the community, the local Labour membership  
and in getting engagement with LGBT Labour. 
 
I believe we are at a critical crossroads in LGBT activism.  Many people, including many in our 

the Prides Officer role I would very much focus on ensuring that ALL UK Pride events have 
the opportunity to create a well organised, well supported, fun and issues based Labour and 
LGBT Labour presence. 
 
My aim would be to personally attend as many pride events as practicable in addition to any 
other presence from LGBT Labour colleagues and to work tirelessly to engage with as many 
CLP colleagues as possible. 
 

Campaigns Co-ordinator  Nominations remain open 

 
Nominations remain open 

 

LGBT Candidates Co-ordinator - Uncontested 

 
James Asser 
Over the next year the work of the campaign is going to be important in ensuring that we 
see LGBT candidates being selected and elected. Elections across the UK, at all levels, are 
going to be vital for the party. They include several of our patrons fighting tough elections 
and in Wales we have the opportunity to elect at least two out AMs for the very first time. 
I will work with the fundraising officer to rebuild the Chris Smith List so we can provide help 
to our AM and MSP candidates. As a member of the NEC Equalities Sub-Committee I will 
ensure that LGBT Labour is fully linked into the re-launched Future Candidates Programme 
and will work the LGA Labour group on their programme developing council candidates to 
increase the number of LGBT+ members we have standing in local elections. I will also work 
with LWN and BAME Labour to increase the number of women and BAME LGBT candidates 
and with the Trans caucus to ensure we are increasing the number of Trans members going 
for selection. 
 
In the last year I have led on our candidates work ensuring we delivered the biggest ever 
support to our candidates in the general election, distributing over £25,000 to LGBT PPCs. 

Labour and my position on the NEC to 
ensure the LGBT+ members are fully represented across our selection processes and in the 

 
 

BAME Officer - Contested 
 
Aderonke Apata 
I would like to restand as BAME Officer of the National LGBT Labour. 

In the past year I have played an active part in speaking to BME LGBTI community of the 
need to join LGBT Labour through marching with LGBT Labour in many pride events, 
individual meetings, social media etc. 
 
I have influenced membership from BAME community, both LGBTI and non LGBTI; one 
BAME person, I am sure has joined, whilst a few others confirmed to me that they have 
registered their membership. 
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My background is activism and campaigning for social justice which is helpful in influencing 
people, especially BAME LGBT community to want to become members. 
 
My proposals for BAME related socials and engagement would be pursued and 
accomplished if reelected. 
 
Jay Asher 
I'm standing for BAME Officer because I want to help improve the diversity of our 
organisation. 
 
Coming from the multicultural area of Ilford North and being from a mixed race family, I'm 
aware that our party needs to look more like the communities we live in. 
 
I would actively seek to increase our BAME membership and encourage more BAME LGBT 
Labour members to become candidates. I'd also look to organise socials that celebrate our 
differences and give people a chance to get know each other better. 
 
I hope I can count on your support for this election! 
 

- Uncontested 

 
John Dickinson Lilley 
Representation is at the heart of politics yet disabled people continue to face barriers to 
public life and their views and needs continue to go unmet. This is particularly true when it 
comes to disabled LGBT activists.  
 
LGBT Labour should be at the forefront of championing the involvement of LGBT people in 
politics and public debate. Labour should be leading the way on championing equality and 
ensuring that our party is the properly representative of the communities we seek to serve. 
 
I have been involved in political campaigning for over ten years and have been at the 
forefront of many campaigns for equality from within NUS to the charity sector. I've have a 
wealth of experience in a wide range of fields including strategy development, campaign 
planning, public policy, parliamentary lobbying, media, communications and campaigns work. I 
have lead on public affairs and campaigning in high profile organisations such as Hacked Off, 
RNIB and Sport England so know how to make our voice heard.  
 
I will work with LGBT Labour committee to build our membership and fight for greater 
representation for disabled LGBT members. I will work with Disability Labour to broaden our 
approach and ensure that members have access to the opportunities to get involved in the 
party and to stand for election. I will ensure LGBT Labour is linked into wider disability 
campaigns both inside the LGBT community and beyond it so we are championing equality 
for all members of the LGBT community.  
 
As a visually impaired ski racer for Para-Snowsports GB training to qualify for the Winter 
Paralympic Games in 2018 I understand and know how to take on a tough challenge. 
 

Trans Officer - Contested 

 
Tara Morris 
Email: taragmorris@gmail.com 
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Twitter: @TaraGMorris 
 
My name is Tara Morris, I am a woman with a Trans history which, I went into transition in the 
year 2010. I have a daughter from a previous marriage from my past identity. My Daughter 
has fully accepted me as the person who I am. 
 
It was in 2012 I got involved with Transcend which was founded in 2007 with, The Narrative 
project which encouraged me to become more proactive, since than Transcend has become a 
charity in November 2014 to support Gender variant & Gender identity. I have been recently 
elected as Chair of Transcend and I hope in my tenure that we can archive a better 
understanding from the public about Trans issues.   I have also be involved in Unison East 
Midlands LGBT committee. I attended the National Unison LGBT as delegate for Derbyshire 
were I spoke on two relevant motions, NHS gender services and transphobia in the Media 
both of which were carried. I also founded Trans Rights UK which was called, Say No to 
Spouse Veto around 2013. I have attended several times the NHS Gender workshop to 
discuss the health care of gender services that the NHS provides. 
 
I believe in equality for all in particular gender variant / gender identity, I feel that the 
Equality Act 2010 lacks clarity & needs amending as it has failed to meet the needs of 
Gender Variant / Gender identity. They are still many obstacles in getting treatment form the 
NHS as well as gaining GRC. 
 
Teraina Hird                                                                                              
teraina.hird@gmail.com  
 
Although I do not have much experience of working on committees I do have a wide 
experience of life. I ran my own very successful Motor Trade business for 33 years and I 
gained a national and international reputation for excellence in my field. 
 
Since I retired from business I have become a moderately successful author, having sold my 
books in several countries as far apart as UK, Europe, the USA and Australia. I believe I have 
also gained quite a high profile within the Trans Community and I have recently featured in 
two te  
 
As a retired person I have plenty of time to devote to the position, although I am currently 
working with Bedfordshire Police on Hate Crime relating to LGB&T incidents with the 
emphasise on Trans Hate Crime. I am also working as a volunteer with Luton Pride as Trans 
Advisor. 
 
I have the full support of my own MP Kelvin Hopkins (Luton North) and I also have the 

binet. 
 
Living in Luton it is an easy train journey for me to get to London as and when the need 
arises. 
 
Should I be successful in being elected I will endeavour to do the job to the best of my ability 
and gain as much knowledge, as soon as I can, of the duties and work involved. 
 

   Uncontested 
 
Sarah Kerton 
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With a Conservative majority government leading attacks on the Human Rights Act and 

a campaigning force that is connecting members across the country to organise grassroots 
support, and build for a Labour victory in 2020. 
 

 Network, Young Labour and Labour Students to 
maximise on the energies and excitement of the largest membership of the Labour Party in 
my lifetime  including organising social events, developing our campaigning and building our 
online presence. 
 
We have a lack of LGBT women in leadership positions within our party, but the work starts 
at a local level. I would tackle this democratic deficit head on by running events for LGBT 
women looking to run for election or organise local campaigns, and encourage them to feel 
part of the LGBT Labour family. 
 
As chair of my trade union, NUS ACTS, a longtime LGBT activist, and a committed Labour 

-Chair, 

LGBT Labour.   
 

is happen. 
 

Officer Without Portfolio 1 and 2 (woman only) Nominations remain open  

 
Nominations remain open 
 

Labour Party Conference Delegate - Nominations remain open 

  
Nominations remain open 
 

National Policy Forum Delegate   Unontested 

 
Tom Burke 
I would like to restand as representative of the National Policy Forum. In the past year I have 
played an active part in the Better Politics commission and the wider National Policy Forum. 
Working closely with the Co-Chair, I lobbied party officers, Shadow Cabinet members and the 
Leaders Office to push for a separate LGBT manifesto to compile all relevant commitments 
into one document. We were able to secure a significant amendments to that document; 
especially in relation to asylum, trans issues and health. 
 
My background is working at a domestic human rights and equality organisation. I have a 
very high level understanding of human rights and equality law having worked on the 
Discrimination Law Review and subsequent passage of the Equality Act in 2008-10 . I hold a 
Certificate in Equality and Non Discrimination Law and have a very strong awareness of 
equality and human rights law. .I want to apply my knowledge and understanding of social 
policy to ensure we continue to advocate for evidence based but values-led reforms for 
policy making.  
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In the coming year, there will be  significant review of the policy making process. I will be 
looking to further enhance our status as a group in the NPF and pushing for all equality 
stands to have further representation and caucusing within the NPF. 
 
About me - I was previously Senior Policy Officer at a human rights advocacy group and have 
a strong understanding of the equalities policy context and using rights based advocacy to 
secure dignity and fairness.  
 

Auditor (1and 2) - Nominations remain open 

 
Nominations remain open 

 


